
Grati’s 25th Wedding Anniversary Reflections, Dec. 30, 2014grati 

(and happy 25th Wedding Anniversary to my wonderful hubby!) 

 

You know you’ve been married 25 years if (the wife’s list): 

1)  you now no longer have to remind him to put the toilet seat cover down--because he sits down, 

too; 

2) “date” night is every night of the week, because he’s in to “exotic” foods that help his digestion -

-and because marriage is like an Advent calendar, each day opening with new surprises in store, 

and he always sneaks the chocolates out; 

3) he lets you drive the car when you’re together, though not without telling you “how” to drive; 

and this is compounded when the guy has a CDL license and his job is driving buses for a living;  

4) he lets you pay for your meals together at restaurants, but he offers to leave the tip;  however,  

you have to help him calculate a 15% tip because 10% is easier (& cheaper), just move the 

decimal point; 

5) he loads the dishwasher--not the way you do it, nor how the manufacturer suggests--but the 

dishes surprisingly all get clean, most of the time these days; 

6) he has stopped buying you gifts without your express consultation; so  gifts of  too short 

costume jewelry necklaces from the gas station checkout line, perfume that would make 

someone in a hazmat suit gag and keel over, and lingerie made for your Barbie doll are all 

happily distant memories; a single red rose will do just fine, and maybe some hand lotion and 

hot chocolate; 

7) the bed wars for mattress territory and blanket/sheet creep have given way to … larger sized 

bedding to make everyone happy;  oh and the temperature controls in the house are yours, 

Snap!; 

8) instead of him hanging on to his favorite thread bare pair of pants to wear, as you cringe and 

refer to them as his “little rascal” pants--because the pants have more holes in them than the 

golf course you frequent together--he buys his clothes and shoes at the thrift shop;  surprisingly 

for a 6 foot 3 inch tall man, there are $3 never worn trousers to be had;  now he just needs 

garanimals for adults to make the colors and patterns blend nicely together; 

9) he will only kiss you “properly”--with tongue--after a certain point in the morning, because his 

gag reflex has to subside, even though it is his tongue going into your mouth; 

10) you cut his hair, sideburns, and eyebrows now still in your undies as you did in the beginning--so 

as not to get his hair everywhere on your clothes--and you manage to complete his cut without 

him spiriting you away to bed for a quick tumble before you’re done; oh and “tumbles” are 

scheduled each week so that no one forgets them; 
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